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DEFI PORTFOLIO GUIDE 

Traditional finance institutions are paying as little as a quarter percent yield 

to savings account holders. In contrast, decentralized finance applications 

(dApps) are offering annual percentage yield rates that range between 2% to 

20%! 

As an illustration, liquidity mining dApps such as Nominex offer weekly 

reinvestment returns of over 676%. Their native token NMX is up 4000% in 

three months! These high yields are drawing large numbers of retail and 

institutional investors from the traditional financial system to the 

decentralized finance (DeFi) sector. 

Investors are going for a wide variety of assets and dApps, making the 

process of building a DeFi portfolio an exciting rewarding venture. Like the 

traditional finance markets, a healthy DeFi portfolio should hold a variety of 

assets. 

The traditional finance market portfolio may hold bonds, stocks, and other 

derivative products. The DeFi portfolio will hold yield farming, liquidity 

mining, lending, borrowing, non-fungible token assets, synthetic assets and 

on-chain insurance products. 

WHAT IS A DEFI PORTFOLIO TRACKER 

The decentralized may be lucrative but it is highly fragmented. Every project 

wants to represent a unique use case, and stand out from the crowd. For this 

reason, there are thousands of decentralized apps in the market at the 

moment. 

https://hackernoon.com/defi-projects-with-the-highest-yield-r2w32ui
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The Ethereum ecosystem is home to over 3000 of them. It pays to have DeFi 

portfolio trackers that keep track of all your DeFi positions, should you take 

the plunge and invest part of your holdings into DeFi protocols. 

DeFi portfolio trackers offer the DeFi investor an excellent way to start and 

track their assets scattered crypto data. You will have a clear view of all your 

DeFi positions on one single interface. 

Use a DeFi portfolio tracker to observe your yield farming, staking, lending, 

borrowing and other DeFi investments on your smartphone. Your DeFi 

portfolio app or website will link to your exchange or wallet, and display one 

dashboard that tracks multiple DeFi positions. Here you will view features 

such as: 

● Clear APR/ APY metrics 

● Your DeFi rewards and fees 

● Your DeFi positions for comparison benefits 

DEFI PORTFOLIO TRACKER COVERAGE 

DeFi portfolio tracker apps are a dime in a dozen but serve a variety of 

purposes. Some apps will not just track your DeFi portfolio but manage it as 

well. You can for instance relocate your liquidity to new products or open 

new positions from the tracker’s interface. 

As an illustration, a retail investor may be comfortable with DeFi portfolio 

tracker coverage that allows the manual entry of positions. The seasoned 

DeFi investor on the other hand will prefer real time price tracking to ease 

https://www.coindesk.com/which-crypto-dapps-are-on-ethereum
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daily investment tracking strain. Fund managers will go for tracker apps that 

allow actions such as the export of a dApp’s trading history. 

BEST DEFI PORTFOLIO TRACKER 

The best DeFi portfolio tracker will track your positions and offer lots of 

other metrics and features. It will provide broad coverage of protocols and 

projects across a range of chains and DeFi investment insights as well. Some 

of the features of the best DeFi portfolio tracker apps include: 

● TOP-NOTCH SECURITY AND PRIVACY 

A DeFi portfolio manager should provide adequate privacy when interacting 

with exchanges. It should keep your crypto holdings data private. 

● EASY TO USE INTERFACE 

A decent portfolio tracker app should deconstruct the already complex DeFi 

exchange screen data. While data curation is an excellent tracker feature, it 

should have a layout so simple that a beginner investor could use it. 

● COMPATIBILITY 

The best DeFi portfolio tracker should support a wide range of projects and 

have interoperability across different blockchains. 

● AUTOMATION AND REAL-TIME DATA 

Real time data is a boon for investors. The best DeFi portfolio manager 

platforms should do the heavy lifting via automation and reveal all your 

position’s profit and losses in real-time. 
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● HISTORY 

An excellent tracking platform should offer long term performance and 

history tracking. These features will be very beneficial for tax purposes, 

compliance, record keeping and accountability. 

DEFI PORTFOLIO APP 

Most DeFi portfolio apps are desktop websites. That said, there is an 

emerging class of mobile DeFi tracker applications that present mobility as 

their unique value proposition. 

HOW TO START TO USE THE DEFI PORTFOLIO 

TRACKER? 

To preserve user privacy, the best DeFi portfolio tracker applications will not 

assign you a username or account. They will instead connect to a blockchain 

wallet such as MetaMask. Consequently, connect or create a wallet address 

and connect to a tracker app. Note that there are tracking platforms that 

have inbuilt wallets. 

F.A.Q. 

1. Is it safe to use a DeFi portfolio tracker? 

Yes, the best DeFi portfolio tracker platforms are safe since they integrate 

with non-custodial wallets and exchanges. Your vigilance over API 

connections will enhance portfolio tracker safety. 

2. What about privacy? 

https://metamask.io/
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Top notch DeFi portfolio trackers enhance privacy, by connecting to 

cryptocurrency wallets rather than assigning user account names. 

3. Is it free to use the DeFi portfolio tracker? 

Mostly yes, but it also depends on how many features and metrics you want 

to use. The freemium portfolio tracker will work for the ordinary investor 

but the professional trader will go for robust portfolio tracking features. 
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